LetÕs go camping!

2

Listen and read.

Kenji: Hello?
Mark: Hi. It’s Mark. Is that Kenji?
Kenji: Yeah, hi Mark. What’s
happening?
Mark: I’m calling about this weekend.
Kenji: This weekend?
Mark: Remember we’re going
camping?
Kenji: Oh, yeah! My mom said it’s OK
to go.
Mark: Mine, too. I’m taking the tent,
right?
Kenji: Yes. And I’m taking the
snacks?
Mark: Yes. And don’t forget your
sleeping bag.

Answer the question and follow the instruction.
1

How do Mark and Kenji say “this weekend” differently?

2

Circle the parts of the dialogue where the speaker is asking something similar to “Who is it?”

9

Using intonation for questions and statements
You can use intonation to make sentences sound like a statement or a question.
• Use rising intonation (k) at the end of a sentence to make a question.
• Use falling intonation (m) at the end of a sentence to make a statement.

Listen and repeat. Then work with a classmate and take turns saying each
sentence using the words given.

3

1

Hi. It’s Mark. Is that Kenji?

Tom, Kuro

2

I’m calling about this weekend.

our trip, tomorrow, next month

3

Remember we’re going camping?

shopping, hiking, to the beach

4

My mom said it’s OK to go.

dad I can’t go

Listen and repeat.

4-6

Words

Sounds
hi

I’m

mine

right

what’s snacks
a·bout camp·ing tak·ing
hap·pen·ing re·mem·ber

Sentences

1
2
3

10

What’s
Readhappening?
only the words with bigger circles in the sentences. Do you understand the
meaning? Then read only the words with smaller circles. Do you still understand?
Words that make
I’m taking the tent, right?
up compound nouns
are usually all stressed
Don’t forget your sleeping bag.
(sleeping bag).

7

Put the dialogue in the correct order and mark rising (ﬁ)
( or
falling (‡)
( ) intonation. Then listen and practice the dialogue
with a classmate.

Kim:

Trip?(

Sarah:

Mine, too.(
) So, what do you think we
need to take?(
)

Kim:

Hello?(

Sarah:

Yes! Remember we planned to go hiking?(

Kim:

Oh, the hiking trip! My dad said
it’s OK to go.(
)

Sarah:

Hi, Kim.(
our trip.(

)

ﬁ)

1

) It’s Sarah.(
)

)

) I’m calling about

Prepare your own dialogue about a trip you planned.
Useful words

Me:

swimming

camping

running

hiking

shopping

Hello?(ﬁ)

Mark rising or falling intonation in your dialogue sentences
to help you practice and remember the correct intonation.

Present your dialogue to the class.
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Listen to the dialogue and circle True or False.

1

Kim is having a conversation with Sarah.

True / False

2

Sarah is calling about Sunday.

True / False

3

Kim and Sarah are going on a camping trip.

True / False

4

Kim’s mom said it’s OK to go.

True / False

5

They are taking snacks, drinks and sleeping bags.

True / False

6

Sarah reminded Kim to take a towel.

True / False

Work with a classmate. Ask about the trip your classmate planned in Activity F
on page 11 and write the answers.
What kind of trip is it?

What are you taking

?

When are you going
on the trip?

What is your friend taking?

Tell the class about your classmate’s trip.
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